Special Application Instructions – Standeford Astronomy Scholarship

To be considered for the Standeford Astronomy Scholarship, you must first complete the general College of Science, Engineering and Technology scholarship application. Once that is finished, there are additional application requirements unique to astronomy, which are outlined here:

I. References – The general CSET scholarship application calls for two references. To be considered for the Standeford Astronomy Scholarship, these references must be from one astronomer and one non-astronomer.

II. Essay – The general CSET scholarship requires an essay describing your educational goals. Applicants for the Standeford Astronomy Scholarship must direct their essay toward the importance of astronomy to their educational program(s).

III. Full-time student status – The general CSET application requires that all scholarship applicants are enrolled as full-time students. Applicants for the Standeford scholarship may be enrolled on a part-time basis.

Thank you for applying for an astronomy scholarship. If you have any questions related to the general CSET scholarship, please direct them to the Student Advising Center in Trafton C125 or call 389-1521. If you have a question that is specifically related to astronomy, please consult your program advisor.